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Operational meteorology, Deep
Freeze 79

GLENN C. ROSENBERGER

U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
Port Hueneme, California 93043

Environmental support was provided within the
McMurdo Weather Office area of responsibility, which
includes all of Antarctica, the flight track and shipping
lanes between New Zealand and McMurdo and the
oceanic area South of 60 degrees South, between 120
degrees East through 180 degrees to 150 degrees West.
The environmental support consisted of: (1) recording,
encoding and transmitting all weather observations in
compliance with U.S. commitments to the World Mete-
orological Organization and Antarctic Treaty agree-
ment; (2) ice and weather reconnaissance in support of
Military Sealift Command (Msc) and U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG) vessels operational in Antarctic waters; (3) encod-
ing and transmitting inflight air reports (AIREPs) from
U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, Royal New Zealand, and Aus-
tralian Air Force flight crews; and (4) providing mete-
orological instrumentation kits to the U.S. Antarctic Re-
search Program and international field parties in support
of the meteorological observation program.

Forecast services, as in previous years, provided by the
McMurdo Weather Office included: aviation forecasts
for all Deep Freeze (DF) and Ice Cube (New Zealand and
Australian) aircraft, terminal and area forecasts for U.S.
field camps and stations, local area forecasts for the
McMurdo complex and Scott Base, ship route forecasts
for all DF, MSC, and USCG vessels, and severe weather
warnings (high wind, wind chill, and low visibility con-
ditions) for the McMurdo/Williams Field/Ice Runway
Complexes.

The U.S. maintains four permanent and one summer-
only meteorological reporting stations in Antarctica. A
year-round surface and upper air program is conducted
at McMurdo and Amundsen-Scott (South Pole) Stations,
while a year-round surface synoptic program is con-
ducted at Siple and Palmer Stations. Byrd Surface Camp
provides a summer-only surface and upper air obser-
vation program. The table summarizes the U.S. obser-
vational program during DF 79.

The installation of Radioisotope Thermoelectric Gen-
erators (RTG's) as power sources for Automatic Weather
Stations (Aws's) was met with enthusiasm as personnel

from Stanford University, NSFA, and vxE-6 combined
efforts to install six RTG's and seven AWS'S on the con-
tinent. The implant sites were located at Byrd Surface
Camp, Asgard Range in the dry valleys, Minna Bluff,
Ross Island, White Island, and Marble Point. Two AWS'S
were positioned at Byrd Surface Camp with a common
RTG power supply to support the First Global GARP Ex-
periment (FGGE) data collection effort. Data are relayed
via NIMBUS VI to CONUS for dissemination to the prin -
cipal investigators and other users.

Meteorological satellites remain the primary data
source over the data-sparse antarctic region. With the
demise of the United States' N0AA-4 and N0AA-5 satel-
lites, the Russian METEOR 2-2 and 2-3 satellites provided
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) visual satellite im-
agery during the summer season. In early February,
modified satellite equipment was received that enabled
McMurdo to collect TIR0S-N visual and infrared im-
agery. The unit failed shortly after installation, forcing
the operational meteorologists back to the METEOR sat-
ellites for the only source of real time satellite imagery.

In December, an intense upper level ridge produced
record high temperatures at McMurdo and South Pole
Stations. McMurdo recorded a sizzling +49.3° F (9.6° C)
on the 29th while South Pole Station peaked at +7.5° F
(-13.6° C)on the 27th.

The only major storm of the season occurred on 8
February when a maximum wind gust of 64 knots was
recorded. The storm lasted for 18 hours but was not
enough to carry out the annual ice pack. Weather charts
and satellite pictures on 7 February depicted an oc-

Table 1. U.S. Antarctic Station Observation Program
Observations Taken

Station	 Surface Aviation Upper Satellite
Air

aMcMurdo	 C	S	C	C
aSouth Pole	 C	S	C
aSiple	 C	S
apalmer	 C
aByrd	 S	S	S
allSCG Icebreakers	C
aResupply ships	C
R1SP (J-9) Camp	 S
Darwin Glacier Camp	 S
Dome 	 S

a Observations transmitted; all others available from McMurdo
Weather Center

C - Continuous program
S - Summer only
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cluded low, centered approximately 1200 nautical miles
northeast of McMurdo moving southeast away from
McMurdo. Extensive residual cloudiness was present
west of the storm to Cape Adare. That evening a new
low pressure center developed just east of Hallett Station
and Cape Adare and moved southsoutheast into Mc-
Murdo. The storm, though weak, produced southeas-
terly flow gusting to 64 knots in McMurdo. By 9 Feb-
ruary the system was slowly dissipating south of McMurdo
and sky and wind conditions had improved.

Aerial ice reconnaissance flights were restricted to
flights of opportunity. No dedicated ice reconnaissance

flights were flown due to the significant absence of sea
ice in the Ross Sea. POLAR STAR commenced the 31-mile
channel break-in to McMurdo Station on 9 January. Fast
ice generally ranged from 1.1 to 2.3 meters thick with
snow cover from 1.5 to 47.5 cm. Brash remained in the
channel, turn basin, and Winter Quarters Bay through
the summer support season. Finally, during the period
20-21 February, significant amounts of ice were blown
out to sea, leaving blue water adjacent to McMurdo Sta-
tion.

This effort was supported by interagency agreement
DPP 76-10886.

Magnetosphere, ionosphere

VLF direction finding from
Palmer Station

D. L. CARPENTER

Radioscience Laboratories
Stanford University

Stanford, California 94305

The Palmer Station direction finding (DF) system pro-
vides information on the arrival bearing of signals prop-
agating to the station from signal sources on the Earth's
surface and from points at which downcoming whistler-
mode signals emerge from the lower ionosphere.

The position of an exit point can be estimated by com-
bining arrival bearing information from the direction
finder with analysis of the dispersion characteristics of
the received signal (e.g., Seely, 1977). These character-
istics provide information on the equatorial radius or
endpoint latitude of the geomagnetic-field-aligned sig-
nal path.

In 1978, valuable new information was obtained on
the scattering of energetic particles in the magneto-
sphere by whistler signals originating in northern hem-
isphere lightning. Prior to the Palmer Station experi-
ments, it had been found that whistlers propagating in
the magnetosphere can resonantly interact with ener-
getic magnetospheric electrons, thus perturbing their
orbits and causing some of them to precipitate into the
lower ionosphere (Helliwell, Katsufrakis, and Trimpi,
1973). The precipitating particles produce locally en-

hanced ionization at an altitude of about 80 kilometers.
When this occurs at night, the propagation characteris-
tics of the earth-ionosphere waveguide at very low fre-
quency (VLF), may be measurably affected.

Examples of resulting amplitude perturbations in the
21.4-kilohertz NSS signal propagating from Annapolis,
Maryland, to Palmer Station are shown in figure 1. The
perturbations appear as a series of sudden amplitude
increases. Each relatively fast increase (T = about 1 sec-
ond) is followed by recovery on a time scale of about 1
minute.

We were able to confirm that amplitude anomalies
may occur equatorward of the relatively low magnetic
latitude (about 490) of Palmer Station and also to obtain
detailed information on relationships between the great
circle paths of the perturbed signals and the whistler-
mode signals involved in the particle scattering.

Directional data acquired on 3 October 1978 con-
firmed the presence of an active whistler path with ion-
ospheric exit point in the near vicinity of the great circle
path from NSS to Palmer Station. Figure 2 displays the
output of the tracking receiver/direction finder. The top
panel shows frequency time records of a series of whis-
tlers, each with two principal components. The middle
panel shows a replica of the center frequency of a fre-
quency-tracking filter used to isolate signals of interest
within a 340-hertz band. The bottom record shows in
magnetic coordinates the apparent arrival bearing of the
whistler signals. There are two relatively well-defined
directions, one close to north and the other close to west.
These represent, respectively, the first and second of the
two principal whistler components.

Figure 3 shows a plot in geographic coordinates of the
positions of Palmer and Siple stations. The ionospheric
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